
UNIT 4- LANGUAGE SCHEDULE IN THE CONSTITUTION 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE - CONSTITUTIONAL/STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

 

Article 343(1) of the Constitution provides that Hindi in Devanagari script shall be the Official 

Language of the Union. Article 343(2) also provided for continuing the use of English in official 

work of the Union for a period of 15 years (i.e., up to 25 January 1965) from the date of 

commencement of the Constitution. Article 343(3) empowered the parliament to provide by law 

for continued use of English for official purposes even after 25 January 1965. Accordingly, section 

3(2) of the Official Languages Act, 1963 (amended in 1967) provides for continuing the use of 

English in official work even after 25 January 1965. The Act also lays down that both Hindi and 

English shall compulsorily be used for certain specified purposes such as Resolutions, General 

Orders, Rules, Notifications, Administrative and other Reports, Press Communiqués; 

Administrative and other Reports and Official Papers to be laid before a House or the Houses of 

Parliament; Contracts, Agreements, Licenses, Permits, Tender Notices and Forms of Tender, etc. 

 

SCHEDULED AND NON-SCHEDULED LANGUAGES 

 

In India, language status planning occurred through “officialization” (recognition as a scheduled 

language) in a special section of the Constitution, the 8th Schedule of the Constitution. This 

Schedule’s original purpose was stated in Article 351 of the Constitution in relation to the corpus 

planning of Hindi: “It shall be the duty of the Union to promote the spread of the Hindi language, 

to develop it so that it may serve as a medium of expression for all the elements of the composite 

culture of India and to secure its enrichment by assimilating without interfering with its genius, 

the forms, style and expressions used in Hindustani and in the other languages of India specified 

in the 8th Schedule and secondarily on other languages.” (Article 351 Const.)  

At the time the Constitution was enacted, inclusion in this list meant that the language was entitled 

to representation on the Official Language Commission, and that the language would be one of the 

bases that would be drawn upon to enrich Hindi, the official language of the Union. The list has 

since acquired further significance. The Government of India is now under an obligation to take 

measures for the development of these languages, such that "they grow rapidly in richness and 

become effective means of communicating modern knowledge." In addition, a candidate taking an 

examination for public service at a higher level is entitled to use any of these scheduled languages 

in his answer. The following table lists the languages set out in the 8th Schedule together with the 

regions in which they are used: 

 

No. Language   State(s)/Union Territories 

1. Assamese/Asomiya  Assam 

2. Bengali/Bangla   Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Tripura, West Bengal 

3. Bodo    Assam 

4. Dogri    Jammu and Kashmir 

5. Gujarati    Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Gujarat 

6. Hindi Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, 

Chandigarh, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, 

Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and 

Uttarakhand 

7. Kannada    Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh 



8. Kashmiri    Jammu and Kashmir 

9. Konkani    Goa, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Kerala 

10. Maithili    Bihar 

11. Malayalam   Kerala, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep, Puducherry 

12. Manipuri (also Meitei)  Manipur 

13. Marathi  Maharashtra, Goa Dadra & Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, 

Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka 

14. Nepali    Sikkim, West Bengal, Assam 

15. Odia    Odisha 

16. Punjabi    Chandigarh, Delhi, Haryana, Punjab 

17. Sanskrit    Primary liturgical language of Hinduism 

18. Santhali  Santhal tribals of the Chota Nagpur Plateau (comprising the states 

of Bihar, Chattisgarh, Jharkhand, Orissa and West Bengal) 

19. Sindhi    Sindhi community spread over various States 

20. Tamil    Tamil Nadu, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Puducherry  

21. Telugu    Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, 

Puducherry, Andaman & Nicobar Islands 

22. Urdu  Jammu and Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, 

Maharashtra, Karnataka, Uttarakhand and Delhi 

 

The 8th Schedule is “the most important language policy statement” in India. The 14 languages 

originally listed in the 8th Schedule in 1950 were: Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, 

Kashmiri, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu. Sindhi was 

added through the 21st amendment in 1967, and in 1992 the 71st amendment brought the total 

number to 18 with the addition of Nepali, Manipuri and Konkani. In 2003, the 100th amendment, 

supported by all 338 members present in Parliament added Maithili, Dogri, Santhali and Bodo. 

Thirty-three languages are still on the “waiting list” to be included in the list of scheduled 

languages. The languages of the Schedule are given some preferential treatment; for instance they 

are considered first for any and almost every language planning and development activity, and are 

granted all facilities including those needed to absorb government language technology initiatives. 

 

Language Census 

The primary objective of the Linguistic Survey of India is to present an updated linguistic scenario. 

The census followed a certain methodology to arrive at these findings. It defined “Mother tongue” 

as 'the language spoken in childhood by the person’s mother to the person. If the mother died in 

infancy, the language mainly spoken in the person’s home in childhood will be the mother tongue'. 

As per the 2011 census, there are a total of 121 languages and 270 mother tongue. Of these, 22 

languages are included in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution. The 22 languages 

included in the Eighth Schedule account for the mother tongue of 96.72 percent Indians as per the 

2011 census.  

Key Highlights of the 2011 Census data on Language and Mother Tongue 

 43.63 percent of Indians speak Hindi as their mother tongue. 

 Bengali, with 8.03 percent speakers, is second in the list, followed by Marathi at 3rd with 

6.86 percent speakers, Telugu at 4th with 6.7 percent speakers and Tamil at 5th with 5.7 

percent speakers. 



 Except for Sanskrit, each of the 21 scheduled languages was reported as the mother tongue 

by at least 10 lakh people. 

 Sanskrit is the only language that is spoken by a set of around 25000 people. 

 

Rise in Hindi language speakers & Decline in South Indian language speakers 
Hindi is the most spoken Indian language. It is one of two languages used by the Union 

government, the other being English. Currently, 43.63 percent of India speaks Hindi including 

languages such as Bhojpuri that are fighting to be accorded separate status. Between 2001 and 

2011, Hindi grew at a rate of 25 percent, adding about 100 million new Hindi speakers. Among 

the 10 largest languages in India, Hindi is the only one that saw the rise in the proportion of its 

speakers. The language has been witnessing the growth since 1971, driven mostly by high 

population growth in the Hindi-speaking states. The lower population growth in the five Dravidian 

language-speaking states, namely Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana 

has resulted in the fall in proportion of Telugu, Tamil, Kannada and Malayalam language speakers. 

While Hindi grew by 161 percent between 1971 and 2011, these four largest Dravidian languages 

grew at half that rate that is at 81 percent over the same period. The growing movement of people 

from north to south has led to greater presence of Hindi in the five southern states. In Tamil Nadu, 

the proportion of Hindi speakers nearly doubled from 2001 to 2011. However, in some cases, this 

growing migration from North to South resulted in agitation such as in Bengaluru, Karnataka; the 

government was forced to remove Hindi signages from the city metro. 

Drop in numbers of Urdu speakers 

As per the language census data 2011, two scheduled languages, Urdu and Konkani, saw fall in 

absolute numbers. There are 5,07,72,631 Urdu speakers in India, a fall of about 1.5 percent since 

2001. The decline in Konkani speakers is 9.5 percent. Urdu speakers are spread across India but 

the language’s strongest presence is in the two largest Urdu-speaking states - Uttar Pradesh and 

Bihar. The Urdu language in modern India is associated only with Muslims, however, this fall in 

Urdu speakers is strange as the Muslim population in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar has grown between 

2001 and 2011. 

 

Bengali retains its position as 2nd most spoken language 

As per the 2011 census, Bengali, with 8.03 percent, is second in the list after Hindi in terms of 

percentage of speakers. As Hindi language, Bengali too spreads to other states with migration. The 

language is spreading to the south and west, there are 4.4 lakh Bengalis in far-off Maharashtra and 

2.2 lakh in Delhi. In South, the numbers are small, however, they are growing. In Kerala, the 

proportion of Bengali speakers has grown nine times. 

 

Sharpest language divide in Assam 

The sharpest language divide of India exists in Assam, where a proposed citizenship law and 

National Register of Citizens (The National Register of Citizens is a project that aims to create a 

definitive list of citizens of the state and identify illegal immigrants.) have divided the state’s 

Assamese and Bengali speakers. Assam is the only major state that does not have any language 

group in a majority. Assamese speakers, the largest group, make up 48 percent of the state, 

however, the proportion of Bengali speakers went up in 2001-2011. 

 

Increase in English language speakers 



English seems to have registered a 15 percent jump in number of speakers since 2001, making it 

one of the fastest growing languages in the decade.  

 

Decline in tribal languages speakers 

The lesser-known tribal languages spoken in remote corners of India have shown a decline, as per 

the findings of the 2011 Language Census. 

These include the Sema language of the Naga tribe, the Monpa language of Arunachal Pradesh, 

Nagaland’s Phom, Odisha’s Jatapu, Himachal Pradesh’s Lahauli and Bhumij of Eastern India. 

MAJOR REGIONAL LANGUAGES IN INDIA 

A regional language is a language spoken in an area of a sovereign state, whether it be a small 

area, a federal state or province, or some wider area. Major regional language in India would mean 

a language spoken by the majority of that particular region/ state. Choosing Hindi as an official 

language presents serious problems to every person whose "mother tongue" is not Hindi. This may 

be a huge trouble for children who have to learn Standard Hindi completely. Local official 

language commissions have been established and various steps are taken in a direction to reduce 

tensions and friction. They have chosen various regional languages as state level official language.  

 Assamese is a language of Indo-Aryan, Eastern family and it is the regional language of 

Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. Assamese used as official language in Assam and 

Arunachal Pradesh. 

 Bengali is a language of Indo-Aryan, Eastern family and it is the regional language of West 

Bengal, Tripura, Kolkata, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and also few regions of Assam. 

Bengali Used as official language in West Bengal and Tripura and as a sub-official 

language in Assam. 

 Bodo is a language of Tibeto-Burman family and it is the regional language of Assam. 

Bodo Used as sub-official language in Assam. 

 Dogri is a language of Indo-Aryan, Northwestern family and it is the regional language of 

Jammu and Kashmir. 

 Gujarati is a language of is a language of Indo-Aryan, Western family and it is the regional 

language of Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu and Gujarat. Gujarati Used as official 

language in Gujarat, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu. 

 Kannada is a language of Dravidian family and it is the regional language of Karnataka. 

Kannada Used as official language in Karnataka. 

 Kashmiri is a language of Indo-Aryan, Dardic family and it is the regional language of 

Jammu and Kashmir. 

 Konkani is a language of Indo-Aryan, Southern family and it is the regional language of 

Goa, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Kerala. Konkani Used as official language in Goa. 

 Maithili is a language of Indo-Aryan, Eastern family and it is the regional language of 

Bihar. Maithili Used as official language in Bihar. 



 Malayalam is a language of Dravidian family and it is the regional language of Kerala, 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep and Puducherry. Malayalam Used as official 

language in Kerala and Lakshadweep and as a sub-official language in Puducherry. 

 Manipuri is a language of Tibeto-Burman family and it is the regional language of 

Manipur. Manipuri Used as official language in Manipur. 

 Marathi is a language of Indo-Aryan, Southern family and it is the regional language of 

Maharashtra, Goa, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Madhya Pradesh and 

Karnataka. Marathi Used as official language in Maharashtra, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and 

Daman and Diu. 

 Nepali is a language of Indo-Aryan, Northern family and it is the regional language of 

Sikkim, northern parts of West Bengal and Assam. Nepali Used as official language in 

Sikkim. 

 Oriya is a language of Indo-Aryan, Eastern family and it is the regional language of Orissa. 

Oriya Used as official language in Orissa. 

 Punjabi is a language of Indo-Aryan, Northwestern family and it is the regional language 

of Chandigarh, Delhi, Haryana and Punjab. Punjabi Used as official language in Punjab 

and Chandigarh and as a sub-official language in Haryana and Delhi. 

 Santhali is a language of Munda family and it is the regional language of Santhal tribals 

of the Chota Nagpur Plateau (comprising the states of Bihar, Chattisgarh, Jharkhand and 

Orissa). Santhali Used as official language in Jharkhand. 

 Tamil is a language of Dravidian family and it is the regional language of Tamil Nadu, 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Puducherry. Tamil Used as official language in Tamil 

Nadu and Puducherry. 

 Telugu is a language of Dravidian family and it is the regional language of Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands, Andhra Pradesh and Puducherry. Telugu Used as official language in 

Andhra Pradesh and as a sub-official language in Puducherry. 

 Urdu is a language of Indo-Aryan, Central family and it is the regional language of Jammu 

and Kashmir, Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Bihar, and Uttar Pradesh. Urdu the official 

language of Jammu and Kashmir, one of the two official languages of Telangana and also 

has the status of "additional official language" in the Indian states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 

Jharkhand, West Bengal and the national capital, New Delhi.  

DEFINITION OF MINORITY LANGUAGES 

 

Generally, minority languages in most countries of the world are defined only by the criterion of 

numerical inferiority with regard to the majority language spoken in that State or the State’s official 

(titular) language. Moreover, a minority cannot occupy a dominant position. A further salient 

feature of a minority is the willingness to preserve distinct qualities, as captured by the UN's 

definition: “The term minority includes only those non-dominant groups in a population which 

possess and wish to preserve stable, ethnic, religious or linguistic traditions or characteristics 

markedly different from those of the rest of the population.” 



The Indian Constitution recognizes the concept of linguistic minorities, but is silent regarding the 

definition of the term. Articles 29 and 30 comprise the right of children of minority communities 

to be taught in their mother tongue, but they do not indicate any definition of what is a “mother 

tongue” and under which conditions this right can be claimed. Hence the judiciary had to define it 

for the purpose applying Article 30 of the Constitution: 

“A linguistic minority for the purposes of Article 30 (1) is one which must at least 

have a separate spoken language. It is not necessary that the language should also 

have distinct script for those who speak it to be a linguistic minority. There are in 

this country some languages which have no script of their own, but nonetheless 

those sections of the people who speak that language will be a linguistic minority 

entitled to the protection of Article 30 (1).” 

A further indication on this term is given by the Supreme Court of India, which in 1958 presented 

a parameter for defining a minority language as “the language of the minority community, a 

parameter which is applicable only at the State level as there is no linguistic group in India which 

can claim the majority status on federal level”. Thus the linguistic majority-minority question, 

unlike the religious issue, is considered in reference to the State only: “Since India is divided into 

states on the basis of the language of the majority of the people of a given region, it was deemed 

that 'linguistic minority' could only be construed in the context of a particular state. The 

jurisprudence is consistent on this question: 'If...the state has to be regarded as the unit for 

determining 'Linguistic minority' vis-à-vis Article 30, then with 'religious minority' being on the 

same footing, it is the state in relation to which the majority or minority status will have to be 

determined.” 

Minority languages are typically those that carry a relatively lower or marginal functional load and 

transparency. The concept of “functional load” in this context refers to the ability of languages to 

successfully function in one or more social domains. The load is considered to be higher or lower 

on the basis of the number of domains it covers. The higher the number of domains, the higher the 

functional load. For example, in India English covers almost all major public domains such as 

media, business, education, national and international communication, science and technology. In 

contrast, the tribal languages control only one (rapidly diminishing) domain, that of home, whereas 

regional languages cover at least four domains: home, education, public administration and to 

some extent media and interstate communication. 

Rights pertaining to Linguistic Minorities: the constitution 

Article 30 (1) of the Constitution of India provides a fundamental right to linguistic minorities to 

establish and administer educational institutes of their choice. The Constitution however, under 

Article 351, provides a directive to the Union to promote the usage of Hindi across India, so that 

it can serve as a medium of expression among the diverse population. This provision has an 

imperializing effect on the speakers of languages other than Hindi, and linguistic minorities are 

the ones who face the blunt of it, especially when English is also promoted across the country at 

the cost of local and regional languages. The Constitution of India (Article 350 A) provides that 

every state must provide primary education in a mother tongue and also provide for the 

appointment of a ‘Special Officer’ for linguistic minorities (Article 350 B), who is responsible to 

investigate matters relating to linguistic minorities and report them to the President.  



UNIT 5 (Part 1) 

LANGUAGE FAMILIES OF INDIA 

 

Some important concepts: 

 

Dialect means only a variety (regional or social) of a language, which is mutually intelligible 

with other dialects of the same language.  

 

Language means any distinct linguistic entity (variety) which is mutually unintelligible with 

other such entities.  

 

A language family is a group of genetically related languages, that is, languages which share a 

linguistic kinship by virtue of having developed from a common ancestor. Many linguistic 

families are designated with the suffix -an, as in, for example, Algonquian. Austronesian, Indo-

European, Sino-Tibetan and so on. In recent times, many scholars have begun to use the term 

genetic unit to refer to any language family or isolate. 

 

An isolate is a language which has no known relatives, that is a family with but a single member. 

Some of the best-known isolates are Ainu, Basque, Burushaski, Etruscan, Gilyak (Nivkh), 

Sumerian, Tarascan, Zuni, and several others in the Americas. 

 

Proto-language: (1) the once spoken ancestral language from which daughter languages 

descend; (2) the language reconstructed by the comparative method which represents the 

ancestral language from which the compared languages descend. 

 

Subgroup (also called subfamily, branch) is a group of languages within a language family which 

are more closely related to each other than to other languages of that family. 

 

A daughter language, also known as descendant language, is a language descended from 

another language, its mother language, through a process of genetic descent. If more than one 

language has developed from the same proto-language, or 'mother language', those languages are 

said to be sister languages, members of the same language family. 

 

A mother language, also known as parent language is a language from which another language 

is descended. 

 

Sister language: languages which are related to one another by virtue of having descended from 

the same common ancestor (protolanguage) are sisters; that is, languages which belong to the 

same family are sisters to one another.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_(linguistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sister_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_family


UNIT 5 (Part 2) 

LANGUAGE FAMILIES IN INDIA 

India represents five language families, all very distinct from one another. These are: 

1) Indo-Aryan 

2) Dravidian 

3) Tibeto-Burman 

4) Austro-Asiatic 

5) Andamanese 

 

Indo Aryan Language Family 

 

Indo-Aryan languages represent the easternmost branch of the Indo-European language family. 

They are spoken by close to one billion people in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and in Sri 

Lanka. There are 219 Indo-Aryan languages, some of which are yet to be definitively classified 

(Ethnologue).  

 

Fig1:  

Geographical distribution 

of the major Indo-Aryan 

languages. (Urdu is 

included under Hindi) 

 

There is also a far-flung 

Indo-Aryan speaking 

diaspora encompassing 

U.S., Canada, U.K., South 

Africa, Fiji, Trinidad, and 

Mauritius. Most scholars 

subscribe to the hypothesis 

that the original homeland 

of Indo-Aryan speaking 

people was an area located 

northwest of the Indian 

subcontinent bordered by 

the Caspian sea in the east 

and Afghanistan in the 

north. From there, they 

migrated to the south 

and east sometime in the 

2nd millennium BC. 

 

Dravidian Language Family 

 

This is a family of some 70 languages spoken primarily in South Asia. The Dravidian languages 

are spoken by more than 215 million people in India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.  

https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/indo-european-language-family/
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=630
https://www.britannica.com/place/India
https://www.britannica.com/place/Pakistan
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sri-Lanka


Fig 2:  

Dravidian languages spoken in Central 

and South India 

 

The Dravidian languages are divided 

into South, South-Central, Central, and 

North groups; these groups are further 

organized into 24 subgroups. The four 

major literary languages-

Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada 

-are recognized by the constitution of 

India. They are also the official 

languages of the states of Andhra 

Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and Karnataka, respectively. 

 

Austro-Asiatic Language Family 

The Austro-Asiatic language family consists of 169 languages spoken in Southeast Asia, in 

countries located between China and Indonesia. A few are spoken to the west of this area in 

the Nicobar Islands and in India. The austro– part of the name comes from the Latin word for 

‘south.’ 

It is not known where the speakers of Austro-Asiatic languages came from or when they migrated 

to this part of the world. It is generally conjectured that they originated in southern or southeastern 

China sometime between 2000-2500 BC, and migrated south into the Indo-Chinese peninsula and 

west into India. Invasions by speakers of other languages split the Austro-Asiatic languages into 

several groups. The date of separation of the two main Austroasiatic subfamilies—Mon-

Khmer and Munda—has never been definitively established and must have occurred in prehistoric 

times. Because of their separation from each other and because they were surrounded by other 

languages, Austro-Asiatic languages exhibit great diversity. For instance, The Munda branch has 

been influenced by synthetic, non-tonal Indo-Aryan languages, while the Mon-Khmer branch was 

influenced by analytic, tonal languages of China. As a result, the two branches have evolved in 

different directions which makes the reconstruction of their common ancestor extremely difficult. 

Ethnologue divides the Austro-Asiatic language family into two main branches: 

 Mon-Khmer (147 languages) 

The Mon-Khmer languages are indigenous to Indo-China. For more than two millennia, 

these languages were the lingua francas of Southeast Asia. They are still spoken across 

China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Burma, Malaysia, and India. The most 

significant Mon-Khmer languages are Khmer, with 7 million speakers, and Vietnamese, 

with 68 million speakers. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tamil-language
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Malayalam-language
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Kannada-language
https://www.britannica.com/place/Andhra-Pradesh
https://www.britannica.com/place/Andhra-Pradesh
https://www.britannica.com/place/Tamil-Nadu
https://www.britannica.com/place/Kerala
https://www.britannica.com/place/Karnataka-state-India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicobar_Islands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indochina
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=289-16
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=289-16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_language
https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/indo-aryan-branch/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isolating_language
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=271-16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indochina
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingua_franca
https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/khmer/
https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/vietnamese/


 Munda (22 languages) 

 

The Munda languages are spoken by about 9 million 

people in the hilly and forested regions of eastern India 

and Bangladesh. Their origins are not known, though it 

is generally thought that, with a few exceptions, they 

are indigenous to eastern India. The most significant 

Munda languages are Santali, with close to 6 million 

speakers; Ho, with over 1 million speakers; Mundari, 

with over 2 million speakers; and Korku, with close to 

500,000 speakers.  

Many Austro-Asiatic languages are found only in 

isolated communities and are highly endangered. Only 

24 (14%) of the 169 languages have over 50,000 

speakers, and only 3 of them over 1 million speakers. 

Fig 3:  

Distribution of Munda languages 

 

Tibeto-Burman Language Family 

 

The Tibeto-Burman languages are the non-Sinitic members of the Sino-Tibetan language family, 

over 400 of which are spoken throughout the highlands of Southeast Asia as well as certain parts 

of East Asia and South Asia. Around 60 million people speak Tibeto-Burman languages, around 

half of whom speak Burmese, and 13% of whom speak Tibetic languages. The name derives from 

the most widely spoken of these languages, namely Burmese (over 32 million speakers) and 

the Tibetic languages (over 8 million). These languages also have extensive literary traditions, 

dating from the 12th and 7th centuries respectively.  

 

Fig 4:  

Tibeto-Burman languages of North-East India 

 

Most of the other languages are spoken by 

much smaller communities, and many of them 

have not been described in detail. With 131 

languages that have under 1,000 speakers and 

another 123 with fewer than 10,000 speakers, 

it is clear that a good percentage of Tibeto-

Burmese languages today are on the brink of 

extinction. In India, as many as 300 Tibeto-

Burman languages are spread over the states 

of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, 

Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram and Tripura. 

The languages of this region remain relatively 

little-known and underdescribed. 

 

http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=91916
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=sat
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=hoc
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=unr
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=kfq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinitic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sino-Tibetan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southeast_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burmese_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetic_languages


Andamanese Language Family 

 

The Andamanese languages are a pair of language families spoken by 

the Andamanese Negritos on the Andaman Islands: Great Andamanese and Ongan. 

The Sentinelese language is the language of an uncontacted people and therefore at 

present unclassifiable 

 

Fig 5:  

Distribution of Andamanese Languages 

The Andaman languages fall into two clear 

families  

 Great Andamanese: Spoken by the Great 

Andamanese people; Aka-Jeru, had 36 speakers in 

1997 who are bilingual in Hindi. 

 Ongan: Two languages spoken by 300 

people, mostly monolingual. 

In addition, there is the unattested language 

 Sentinelese; likely at least 50 speakers, and 

perhaps up towards 250 (the population of 

the Sentinelese people is unknown). 

These have frequently been assumed to be related. 

However, the similarities between Great 

Andamanese and Ongan are so far mainly of a 

typological morphological nature, with little 

demonstrated common vocabulary. As a result, 

even long-range researchers such as Joseph 

Greenberg have expressed doubts as to the validity 

of Andamanese as a family. 
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UNIT 5 (Part 3) 

FEATURES OF LANGUAGE FAMILIES 

 

Features of Indo-Aryan Languages 

 

Sound system 

The sound systems of Indo-Aryan languages have several features that distinguish them from the 

rest of Indo-European languages. Not all these features are present in all Indo-Aryan languages. 

  

Vowels 

Most Indo-Aryan languages make a distinction between long and short vowels. In addition, many 

also distinguish between oral and nasal vowels. There are no vowel sequences. 

  

Consonants 

The consonant inventories of some of the major Indo-Aryan languages are given below 

(from Wikipedia). Although there is some of variation among the consonant systems of the Indo-

Aryan languages, most of them incorporate the following features: 

 Most consonants can be doubled (geminated). Consonant length affects word meaning. 

 Contrast between aspirated and unaspirated stops and affricates, including voiced ones, 

e.g., /p/—/pʰ/, /t/—/tʰ/, /k/—/kʰ/ , /b/—/bʰ/, /d/—/dʰ/, /g/—/gʰ/, /tʃ/ – /tʃʰ), /dʒ/ – /dʒʰ/. 

Aspirated consonants are produced with a strong puff of air. 

 Contrast between and apical and retroflex stops, affricates, nasals and rhotics, e.g., /t/—/ʈ/, 

/d/—/ɖ/, /tʃʰ/ – /ʈʃʰ/, /n/ – /ɳ/, /r/ -/ɽ/. Apical consonants are produced with the tip of the 

tongue touching the roof of the mouth, whereas retroflex consonants are produced with the 

tongue curled, so that its underside comes in contact with the roof of the mouth. 

 Many languages have a rich complement of nasals. 

 Limited use of consonant clusters. 

 Absence of word-final consonants. 

  

Stress and tone 

Stress in many Indo-Aryan languages normally falls on the penultimate (i.e., next to the last) 

syllable of a word. Thus, position of stress alone does not affect word meaning. A few languages 

have tones. Punjabi, for instance, has three tones: High, Mid, and Low. The tone of a word is a 

pitch pattern permanently associated with it. A change of tone changes the meaning of a word. 

  

Grammar 

Indo-Aryan languages are inflectional, i.e., they use prefixes and suffixes to signal grammatical 

relations. 

  

Nouns 

 Nouns are inflected for number, gender, and case. 

 The number of cases varies from language to language. Overall, there is a tendency for 

modern Indo-Aryan languages to lose the numerous case distinctions of Sanskrit. 

 Post-positions rather than prepositions govern noun cases. Post-positions require the use of 

the oblique case. 

 Modifiers agree with the nouns they modify in number, gender, and case. 

https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/indo-aryan-branch/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Aryan_Languages
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Verbs 

 Verbs are marked for person, number, tense, aspect, and mood. 

 Verbs agree with their subjects in person and number. 

 There is an honorific 2nd person marked in the pronoun and in the verb form. 

  

Honorifics 

Indo-Aryan languages are rich in honorifics that cover formal and informal relationships. 

Honorifics may be expressed in different ways (prefix, suffix, or replacement). For instance, in 

Hindi, the traditional honorific is a suffix. Mahatma Gandhi was often referred to as Gandhi-ji. 

  

Word Order 

The normal word order is Subject-Object-Verb. The position of the verb is fixed, but the other 

constituents may move around, depending on semantic and pragmatic considerations. Modifiers 

precede nouns they modify. 

  

Vocabulary 

Due to the influence of Hinduism, most Indo-Aryan languages derive their high-level vocabulary 

from Sanskrit. As a result of the Moslem influence in Northern India, they also have many Persian, 

Arabic and Turkish loanwords. Due to the influence of Islam, Urdū vocabulary has a greater 

percentage of loanwords from Persian and Arabic than does the vocabulary of Hindi. Indo-Aryan 

languages have also borrowed vocabulary from their non-Indo-European neighbors, e.g., Bengali 

has many loanwords from Austroasiatic languages, while Marathi has a large number of loanwords 

from Dravidian languages spoken to the south. 

 

Features of Dravidian Languages 

 

Sound system 

Despite some differences, the sound systems of Dravidian languages share some common features. 

Vowels 

Most Dravidian languages have five or more vowels that can be either long or short. Vowel length 

makes a difference in the meaning of otherwise identical words. 

Consonants 

The consonant systems of Dravidian languages generally share these features: 

 contrast between aspirated vs. unaspirated stops and affricates, e.g.,/ p—pʰ, t—tʰ, k—kʰ, 

b—bʰ, d—dʰ, g—gʰ/. Aspirated consonants are produced with a strong puff of air that 

accompanies their release. 

 contrast between and apical vs. retroflex consonants, e.g.,/ t—ʈ, d—ɖ, n—ɳ, l—ɭ/. Apical 

consonants are produced with the tip of the tongue touching the roof of the mouth, whereas 

retroflex consonants are produced with the tongue curled, so that its underside comes in 

contact with the roof of the mouth. 

 variety of nasal consonants. 

 restricted number of consonant clusters which occur mostly in initial and medial position 

Stress 

Stress in Dravidian languages usually falls on the first syllable. 

Grammar 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honorific
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmatics
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affricate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apical_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retroflex


 

All Dravidian languages are agglutinative, i.e., i.e., grammatical relations are indicated by the 

addition of suffixes to stems. These are strung together one after another, resulting on occasion in 

very long words. Like all agglutinative languages, Dravidian languages use postpositions rather 

than prepositions to mark grammatical relations. 

Nouns 

 There are two numbers: singular and plural. Plural is marked by a suffixes. 

 The number of cases varies from language to language. 

 There are no articles. 

 Some Dravidian languages have three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. In other 

languages, nouns belong to two classes: rational and irrational; rational nouns include 

humans and deities (women may be rational or irrational, depending on the 

language/dialect); irrational nouns include animals, objects, and everthing else. These 

classifications are not absolute. 

 Personal pronouns are marked for person, case and number. Gender is marked only in the 

third person singular. 

 1st person plural can be inclusive, i.e., include both speaker and addressee, or exclusive, 

i.e., exclude the addressee. 

 3rd person plural pronoun is used as a respectful form of address 

 Demonstrative pronouns are differentiated by considerations of proximity/remoteness as 

well as by levels of respect towards the referent. 

 Adjectives are not inflected for number, gender, or case. 

Verbs 

Dravidian verbs are inflected for tense, mood, voice, causativity, and attitude. Telugu verbs consist 

of a root followed by suffixes expressing tense, mood, negation, causativity, person, number, and 

gender which follow each other in a prescribed sequence. In most Dravidian languages, verbs agree 

with their subjects in gender, number and person. Subject pronouns are normally dropped since 

the information about the subject is carried by the verb itself. Dravidian verbs have the following 

distinguishing features of verbs in most Dravidian languages. Not all languages have all of these 

features: 

 two numbers: singular and plural 

 three genders: masculine, feminine, neuter 

 three persons: 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

 two voices which are not equivalent to the active-passive or reflexive-non reflexive 

division of voices in Indo-European languages 

 three simple tenses (present, past, and future) marked by simple suffixes, and a series of 

compound tenses marked by auxiliary verbs 

 a special verb paradigm in which a negative-tense marker is suffixed to the verb stem 

forming a negative tense 

 four moods which indicate whether the action of the verb is unreal, possible, potential, or 

real 

 transitivity and intransitivity 

 attitude expressed by auxiliary verbs to show the speaker’s feelings towards an event 

expressed by the verb, e.g., pejorative opinion, antipathy, relief, etc. 

Word order 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_mood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_voice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transitivity_(grammatical_category)


The standard word order in Dravidian languages is Subject-Object-Verb. However, other orders 

are possible because Inflectional endings take care of keeping clear grammatical relations and roles 

in the sentence. There are special markers for topic (what the sentence is about, or old information) 

and focus (new information). Constituents with old information precede constituents with new 

information, or those that carry most emphasis. Modifiers usually precede the words they modify. 

Vocabulary 

The most important sources of early loanwords in Dravidian languages have been Sanskrit, Pali, 

and Prakrit. Different Dravidian languages borrowed words from neighboring Indo-Aryan 

languages spoken in India to differing degrees. For instance, Tamil has the lowest number of Indo-

Aryan loanwords, while in Malayalam and Telugu the percentage of loanwords is substantially 

higher. In modern times, Dravidian language borrowed from Urdu, Portuguese, and English. In 

Tamil, there is currently a movement to remove as many borrowings from Sanskrit as possible. 

All four major Dravidian languages (Tamil, Telugu,Kannada, Malayalam) have succeeded in 

developing new technical terms, using English, Sanskrit, and indigenous models. Modern 

Dravidian languages use compounding and reduplication to form new words. In addition, there are 

numerous onomatopoeic words. 

Features of Austro-Asiatic Languages 

Sound system 

Austro-Asiatic languages do not have tones, but have a large variety of vowels. The sound systems 

of Mon-Khmer and Munda branches have diverged considerably under the influence 

of Chinese and Indo-Aryan languages respectively. Nevertheless, they share some common 

features: 

 Most words consist of a major syllable optionally preceded by one or more minor syllables. 

 Minor syllables have one consonant, one minor vowel, and an optional final consonant. 

 There is a great variety of two-consonant clusters at the beginning of major syllables with 

fewer possible consonants at the end.. 

 Most Austroasiatic languages have palatal consonants /c/ or /or /ɲ/ at the end of words. 

 Many languages distinguish between vowels pronounced with different voice qualities 

such as “breathy,” “creaky,” or clear. 

 Several Mon-Khmer languages have implosive stops /ɓ/ and /ɗ/ at the beginning of major 

syllables. Implosive consonants are pronounced with the air sucked inward rather than 

breathed out. 

 Several Mon-Khmer languages have aspirated stops /pʰ, tʰ, cʰ, kʰ/. 

Grammar 

There are significant differences between the the grammatical features of Mon-

Khmer and Munda languages. 

Mon-Khmer 

Mon-Khmer languages share the following grammatical features: 

 Most have no suffixes, but infixes and prefixes are quite common. 

https://www.mustgo.com/worldlanguages/sanskrit/
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 The same infix or prefix can express different functions, depending on the noun or verb 

class to which it is attached. 

 There is a large number of onomatopoeic and other expressive words that refer to sounds, 

colors, sensations, emotions, etc. 

 Ergative constructions are quite common. 

 The normal word order is Subject – Verb – Object.. 

Munda 

Munda languages were heavily influenced by the surrounding Indo-Aryan languages. They differ 

from Mon-Khmer languages in complexity of morphology. 

 Nouns are inflected for gender (animate and inanimate), and number (singular, dual, and 

plural). 

 Personal pronouns distinguish between exclusive and inclusive 1st person plural. 

 Verbs agree with their subjects and are inflected for a number of categories, including 

person, number, tense, negation, and mood. 

 The basic word order is Subject – Object – Verb, typical of Indo-Aryan 

and Dravidian languages of India. 

Vocabulary 

The lexical stock of Austro-Asiatic languages reflects their history of contact with other languages 

and civilizations. For instance, Vietnamese has borrowed extensively from Chinese, while Khmer 

has many loanwords from Sanskrit and Pali. In addition, Austro-Asiatic languages have borrowed 

from their nearest majority languages. 

Features of Tibeto-Burman Languages 

Sound system 

The sound systems of Tibeto-Burmese languages, despite their great differentiation, share some 

important features 

Syllabic structure 

Tibeto-Burmese languages have a more complex sylllabic structure than Chinese, allowing 

consonant clusters. 

Vowels 

The number of vowels in Tibeto-Burmese languages varies with the average being somewhere 

between 6 and 8 vowels, plus several diphthongs. 

Consonants 

Like Chinese, Tibeto-Burmese languages contrast aspirated vs. unaspirated stops and affricates, 

e.g., /p/ – /pʰ/. 
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Tones 

Most Tibeto-Burmese languages are tonal. This means that pitch is an integral part of the 

pronunciation of syllables. Pitch distinguishes one syllable from another. The number of tones 

differs from language to language. For instance, Burmese has three tones, while Tibetan has two. 

Grammar 

Members o the Tibeto-Burmese branch tend to show some degree of agglutination. In an 

agglutinative language, affixes, each one with its own meaning, are added one after another to an 

unchanged root to express grammatical relations. In addition, postpositions are used to mark 

grammatical relationships. 

 Nouns 

Tibeto-Burmese languages differ as to the extent of overt marking of grammatical categories in 

nouns. 

 Nouns in some languages, e.g., Burmese, are not marked for gender, number or case, while 

in others, such as written Tibetan, they are marked for case, and to some extent, for gender 

and number. 

 There is no agreement between nouns and their modifiers. 

 Some Tibeto-Burmese languages, such as Burmese, require classifiers for quantifying 

count nouns, while in others, e.g., Tibetan, classifiers are not required. 

Classifiers are used when counting or quantifying nouns. 

 Verbs 

 Most verb roots are monosyllabic. 

 Verbs in Tibeto-Burman languages tend not to be inflected for person or number. 

 There is no agreement between subject and verb. 

 Tense, aspect.and mood are marked by suffixes. 

 Tibetan verbs fall into two main classes: volitional verbs and non-volitional. Volitional 

verbs represent actions under the speaker’s control, e.g., make, while non-volitional verbs 

represent processes not under the speaker’s control, e.g., recover. Non-volitional verbs lack 

an imperative stem. 

 There is a complex system of honorific and polite verbal forms Thus, many verbs have a 

different form to express the superior status of the agent of the action. 

 Word order 

The normal word order in Tibeto-Burmese languages is Subject-Object-Verb. Modifiers typically 

follow nouns. 

 Politeness 

Politeness is grammatically marked. In Burmese and in Tibetan, for instance, there is a complex 

system of honorific and polite verbal forms with many verbs having a different form to express 

the superior status of the agent of the action. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agglutination
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classifier_%28linguistics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honorific


 Vocabulary 

Tibeto-Burmese languages share a common stock of vocabulary. However, individual languages 

reflect different influences, depending on the country in which they are spoken and their history. 

For instance, Burmese has been influenced by Pali, English, and Mon, and to a lesser extent, by 

Chinese. Dungan has many Russian loanwords. Bodo has borrowed words from Assamese. 

Garo has many Bengali loanwords. Tibetan has taken many words taken from Sanskrit and 

Chinese. 

Features of Andamanese Languages 

Sound System 

 Languages of this family have phonemic vowel length 

 The languages are rich in velar and palatal nasals 

 Frequency of occurrence of bilabial fricative is very high 

 Language also has velar fricative 

 Has voiced and voiceless retroflexes 

 Voiceless aspirated sounds are also common 

Grammar 

Languages are isolating and affixal in nature. Thus a root can take various kinds of formative 

affixes to derive Nouns and Verbs. 

Present Great Andamanese is agglutinative in terms of its treatment of morpheme boundaries, but 

polysynthetic in word morphology. The case markings are suffixed to the nouns. The verb complex 

includes a large amount of information in multi-morphemic strings 

The language is highly creolized and multiple affixes for the same function are used 

simultaneously.  

 

Also watch the following videos for understanding the concepts better: 

Linguistic Characteristics of Each Language Family: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpSeRfjoJyg&t=408s   

Linguistic Characteristics of Each Language Family: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uwvDEWBDdw  

Linguistic Characteristics of Each Language Family: The Sound System 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoMRT50iYPI  
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LANGUAGES OF INDIA AND INDIA AS A LINGUISTIC AREA 

 

Anvita Abbi 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 

 

 

1. India represents six distinct language families spread over a large region and 

spoken by more than one billion speakers. Though the exact figure of number of 

languages is not very clear partly because of the fuzzy demarcation between 

‘language’ and ‘dialect’ question and partly because of shifting language loyalty 

of the people. However, a rough estimate is that there are more than 1600 

languages spoken in the present India. The government of India reports only 122 

and recognizes as ‘scheduled/official’
1
 languages only 22 drawn largely from the 

Indo-Aryan and Dravidian language family stocks. Consult the Census 2001. A 

large number of languages are endangered (196 according to the UNESCO). 

 

2. The inclusion or exclusion of languages from the VIII schedule does neither 

depend on the quantum of its speakers nor it is based on the ideology of 

fundamental rights. Unfortunately, it is not based on the principle of equality of 

opportunity or on the ideology of national integration or invasive assimilation. 

Had it been so a large number of languages from Austro-Asiatic and Tibeto-

Burman branch would have found their place in the schedule and Sanskrit with 

its mere 2500 speakers [reported to have doubled by 1991] would have not. 

 

                                                 

1 The government of India, in 1956, constituted The Eighth Schedule (ES) and   the 

reorganization of Indian states on the basis of dominant regional languages. The articles 343 to 351 

spell out the official language at the level of the Union (i.e. the Central Government and the national 

polity as a whole), the level of the states and at the level of the judiciary. Originally the ES had 14 

languages in its fold.    
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 Map of Indian language families 

3. Tribal languages. It is extremely difficult to define what is a tribe or who 

is a tribal. The word tribe has stuck since the British rulers introduced it 

in 1872 to describe a few select communities in India. These tribes are 

“scheduled” as per Article 342 of the Constitution by the President and 
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the Parliament. The concept of tribe in India is an administrative, judicial 

and political concept, which is applied to sections of the population that 

are relatively isolated. Yet “tribe” in India is a significant reality, 

characterized by a distinct way of life, rather than by virtue of forming a 

constituent part of the hierarchical structure of society as in the rest of 

India. They are outside the ‘caste’, or ‘jati’ system.  

4. If India is known for its multiplicity and diversity of languages it is 

because of our tribal languages. The rate of bilingualism as well as the 

numerical strength of the distinct varieties of languages is highest among 

tribal population. Tibeto-Burman and Austro-Asiatic language family are 

represented by 100% tribal population. 

 

5. Languages that are vanishing from the langscape of India are represented 

in the following map. 
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6. Typologically distinct languages add to the diversity scene. While Indo-

Aryan is highly inflecting, Dravidian is both agglutinative and inflecting, 

Austro-Asiatic language is highly polysynthetic and incorporating, and 

Tibeto-Burman is analytic. Great Andamanese is agglutinative and the 

only head-marking language. The Austronesian languages consisting of 

Onge and Jarawa are also agglutinative in nature. In the present scenario 

of linguistic diffusion such compartments can no longer be ascribed to. 

7. Linguistics Area may be defined as a geographically contiguous area, which is 

characterized by the existence of common linguistic features shared by 

genetically non-related language.  Hence a Linguistic Area is marked by the 

“convergence” of linguistic features of various languages spoken in a particular 

region regardless of the fact that these languages may belong to different families 
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or subfamilies.  For example, India represents a classic example of linguistic area 

as the languages of the mainland India belonging to four different language 

families i.e. Indo Aryan, Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic and Tibeto-Burman share 

several linguistic traits among themselves.  The phenomenon of Linguistic Area 

is also referred to by the terms “Sprachbunde” “diffusion area”, “affinité 

linguistique”, “adstratum” “multifamilial convergence (or diffusion) area” (as 

opposed to multilingual” or “multidialectal convergence area”) etc.  

 

6.1 The term Linguistic Area was made popular by M.B. Emeneau (1956) who, 

ironically, defined with little hesitance
2
, the concept of Linguistic Area in a 

footnote as: “an area which includes languages belonging to more than one family 

but showing traits in common which are found not to belong to other members of 

(at least) one of the families”. He proposed this term till ingenious linguists found 

a better term. Interestingly, not only that the term became very popular, no one at 

present gives a second thought to changing it. Moreover, the reverse term that 

Emeneau thought was not viable to propose, has acquired a dignified, proper, and 

independent discipline of study namely the “Areal Linguistics”.  

 

6.2 The role of Areal linguistics is to explain what is not explainable by “genetic” 

historical linguistics. It is not a substitute but complementary to historical 

linguistics. It is the “diffusion” that constitutes the body of the study to explain 

linguistic similarities across distinct language families. 

 

6.3 Indian linguistic area is characterized by common linguistic traits such as 

retroflex sounds, SOV word order, absence of prepositions, morphological 

reduplication (expressives), echo formations, reduplicated verbal adverbs, 

                                                 
2
  “It is perhaps not quite satisfactory as a technical term, though it has the virtue of having been used 

previously in the sense by H.V. Valten as a translation of Trubetzkoy’s ‘Sprachbund’ Pacific Northwest 

Quarterly 34, 271-92 (1943)…..Among the disadvantages of the term is the lack of an adjective and the 

impossibility of using the reverse phrase ‘areal linguistics’, since this is preempted by the Italian neo-

linguistic school in another sense. Perhaps, however, it will do for the moment, until some more ingenious 

scholar invents better terminology” 1956, 1980: 124 fn 28. 
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explicator compound verbs, use of converbs, oblique marked subjects, 

morphological causatives among many others. 

 

Phonological 

  It is rare to find one common phonological feature across the language families of India. 

However, Retroflex and voiceless aspirated sounds are widely spread even in those 

languages that were isolated for thousands of years, e.g. Andamanese.  

Great Andamanese  

u 1SG’ :  tu  ‘born’ 

 Hindi 

 ma ‘butter milk’: mta ‘churned’ 

A large number of languages, especially in the Central and Northern part of the country 

have distinctive voiceless aspirates. Some of them have voiced counterparts as well. The 

other feature is the presence of syllable-timed than stressed timed words. Central vowel 

[] is also widely present in Indian languages. 

Morphological 

1. Morphologically derived causatives (Masica 1976). Almost all languages offer 

morphologically derivable pairs of transitive and causative verbs. Some IA 

languages have double causatives.  

Hindi 

 pina ‘drink’[TR]  pI-l-ana ‘drink[CAUS1]’ pI-l-wana ‘drink[CAUS2]’ 

 sona ‘sleep’[INTR]  su-l-ana ‘sleep[TR]’ su-l-wana ‘sleep[CAUS]’ 

 

2. Expressives. A kind of Reduplication where iterated syllables are generally 

onomatopoeic in nature (Diffloth 1976, 1988) and derives its status of a word/lexeme 

only after it is duplicated as the non -reduplicated syllable does not exist as a word. 

Languages of the Northeast India abound in expressive morphology for indicating 

‘manner’ of an action. All Indian languages without any exception use expressive 

morphology to derive modifiers of ‘manner’, as finite verbs and with CP or a converb 

construction (Abbi 1991, 1997). Consider: 
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Bangla 

1. śe  humu  korch-e 

3sg EXPR hurried  do PRS-3sg 

 ‘s/he is hurrying up’. 

Angika 

2. matha  hn hn-awe-che/ hn hn  kr-eche 

 head  expressive-3sg PRS/ expressive  do 3sg PRS 

 ‘Head is aching with heavy and pulsating sense’ 

Tamil 

  taataa-ttal ‘to walk unsteadily with age, to be loose’ 

tautau-ttal ‘to falter or stammer from ecstatic joy, love or other emotion’ 

3. Echo Formations. An EF is a concatenation of a base word followed [in rare 

cases preceded also] by an echo word. It is partially repeated form of the base 

word, such that the initial sound [Vowel/Consonant] or the initial syllable of the 

base word is replaced by another sound or another syllable. The echo word does 

not change the canonical shape of the base word (Abbi 1991). A repetition of a 

part of a lexical item carrying a semantic modification, e.g. Hindi gr> gr vr 

'house etc'. (partial reduplication); puli-gili ‘tiger etc.’  are examples of echo 

formations where the second morpheme has rigid replacer phoneme/lexeme 

unique to each language.  

 

4. Word Reduplication. This refers to a complete or partial repetition of a 

word/lexeme. Complete word reduplication is constituted of two identical (bimodal) 

words. That is, both form and meaning are repeated once. The combined meaning 

give various modified meanings (Abbi 1991, 1994). The repetition of the entire 

lexical item, e.g. Hindi gr ‘house’ > gr gr ‘house house’ ‘each and every 

house' (complete reduplication), or Kharia  bor  ‘to ask’ > bor bor ‘begging’. 
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Syntax 

1. The SOV order and implicational ordering elements exist in all Indian languages.    

Exceptions are Khasi, Nicobarese (Austro-Asiatic) and Kashmiri (Indo-Aryan), which 

maintain SVO. Khasi is a proto typical example of SVO ordering.   

Hindi 

 Ram-ne sohan ko kitab di 

 Ram-ERG sohan-ACC book give.FEM.PST 

 ‘Ram gave a book to Sohan’ 

The sentence above shows postpositions such as ne and ko attached to nouns, a 

typical characteristic feature of SOV language. 

 

2. Explicator compound verb: A sequence of at least two verbs V1 and V2 where 

the first is the main or predicating verb and the second member, although, 

homophonous with an independent verb in the language, does not appear in its 

primary lexical meaning; V2 only occurs in the sequence to mark the main verb 

for certain ‘grammatical’ features. Thus an ECV designates two [or more as in 

Dravidian] verbs ‘acting’ as one verb. Schema 2 illustrates the type of verb 

sequences in compound verb formation that we are going to discuss here. A 

cross–linguistic comparison of various explicators in South Asian languages 

reveal that any action or event can be modified by twelve different types of 

‘manner’ (Abbi.1991/1992, Abbi 1992)  

Hindi 

1. sundr    nazara  dekh- kr  vo  ga  uh-i 

       beautiful scene   see-CP   she  sing  ROSE-3FSG 

     ‘Seeing the beautiful scene she sang [suddenly]’. 

Marathi 

2 ammi bas-un ghetle 

we  sit-PP  take 

‘we sat down’ [assertively], [hurriedly], [deliberately]  

Meithei 

3.   ct  si   khre  
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  go substitute/copy pst 

  ‘He went [abruptly]’. 

 

Explicator Compound Verbs 
 

 

 

Schema 1         =ECV 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Defining Characteristics of Explicators   

Morphological Syntactic  Semantic  Functional Distributional 

Finite, marks TAM 

and other 

agreement features 

Occupies the 

final position in 

SOV language  

Delexialized, 

homophonous 

with an 

independent 

verb in the 

language  

Marks the 

main verb for 

aspect, 

mirative, 

evidence, 

attitude, 

manner, and 

other 

adverbial 

functions 

Can be 

replaced by a 

simple verb 

 

 

3. Converbs/ Conjunctive participles. The CP constructions are defined as those 

containing nonfinite verbal forms that “subjoin sentences (usually with the same 

subject) to the left of the main finite verb” (Masica 1976:108). Various terms such 

as “conjunctive participles”,  “adverbial participles”, “indeclinable”, “gerund”, 

“absolutive”, and “incomplete verbs “ have been used in the literature according 

to the specific language characteristic features it could describe. The nonfinite 

verb can be constituted of either of the following morphological material.  

1. Simple Verb root, e.g. hs kr = verb + PERF CP = ‘laughingly’ (Hindi). 

kare-du = verb + PCP = ‘having called’ (Kannada); ma:-utta: = verb + 

IMPF CP = ‘while doing, making’ (Kannada); gate hue = verb + IMPF CP= 

‘while singing’ (Hindi); kr-e= verb + PCP = ‘having done’ (Bangla); in-ji 

= verb + PCP = ‘having said’ (Gadaba).  

 

V1 [nucleus] 

 

V2 

(aspect, evidence, mood, manner, 

attitude) 
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2. Expressives, e.g. ha ha kre = expressive + PERF CP = ‘laughing loudly’ 

(Bangla).  

 

3. Reduplicated verbal adverbs [simultaneous, continuative, iterative], e.g. 

hs hs kr = reduplicated verbal adverb + PERF CP =  ‘laughingly, 

sweetly’ (Hindi). 

Some simple examples: 

Hindi 

1 pitaji  kana  ka-kr    so  gye 

 father  food    eat-CP    sleep GO 3MSG HON. PAST  

 ‘Having taken his meals the father went off to sleep’  

Kurux 

2 en  nalx  nnn-on-ki  cail kal-on 

1SG  work  do-FUT CP  walk go-FUT 

‘I will leave after doing the work’ 

Kannada 

3 mae band-u    kere       tumbitu 

rain come-PST-CP   tank fill-PST 

‘The tank filled as a result of rain’ (Causal)    (Bhat 2000:197) 

 

The simple verb form with CP is an established areal feature (Masica 1976) and so 

is the occurrence of the RVADV (Abbi 1991). These have developed over a long 

period of time due to areal diffusion. Considering the data drawn from all four-

language families for two different strategies employed, i.e. explicators in the 

finite verb construction and the non-finite CP construction in adjunct position, it 

can be said that the areal diffusion across Dravidian and Indo-Aryan is very 

strong. The two language families also share a wide variety of the lexical stock in 

explicator functions
3
.  

Characteristic features of conjunctive participle constructions  

 
Morphological form Morphological markings Syntactic functions 

                                                 
3 One could reconstruct ECV for Proto Dravidian (Steever 1993, 1997: 26, Krishnamurti forthcoming) but 

not so for the OIA. But that is another matter and open to debate (see Hock 1984). 
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Nonfinite, Absolutive  +/- tensed, no GNP 

markings
4
 

Subordiantion: conjunction 

or chaining; 

Adverbial modifiers: 

‘manner’, ‘cause’, 

‘purpose’, ‘conditional’. 

 

Non Agentive Subjects. Agents of non performative verbs are marked by dative/genitive 

or accusative in Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and Munda. Semantically the constructions are 

no-agentive in nature and thus imply an ‘involuntary’, ‘experiencer’, ‘benefactor’, or 

‘recipient’ subjects. 

Newari 

  

 

 

 ‘I am itching’ 

Meithei 

 

 

 

 ‘I am sleepy’ 

Bangla 

 

  

 

 

 ‘She is shy’  

Availability of finite and non-finite verb forms for encoding ‘manner’  

 

 Explicators RVADV Expressives V + CP 

(CONVERBS0 

 Indo-Aryan  High High Medium High 

 Dravidian  High High Med-to-High High 

 Tibeto-Burman Medium High Very high High 

Mon-Khmer  Low Low Very high High 

Munda Low High Medium High 

                                                 
4
 Malto has personal endings on CP constructions (Steever 1997:379) 

ji-ta casu li-l 

I-DAT itch become 

I tumni ge 

I-NOM sleep  AUX 

or ljja hocce 

S/he-GEN Shy become 
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5. It is not necessary to have bundle of isoglosses to define an area as a linguistic area.  

Areal linguists like Emeneau (1965, 1980), Ramanujan and Masica (1969), Winter 

(1973), Masica (1976), Abbi (1985) and Abbi and Mishra (1988) have taken one 

particular linguistic trait as a diagnostic trait to identify a Linguistic Area.  Thus a 

single areal isogloss may be considered the minimum defining feature. On the basis 

of single, isogloss or a bundle of isoglosses a Linguistic Area may be defined ‘weak’ 

or ‘strong’ (Campbell, Kaufman and Smith-Stark 1986:532). 

 

6. Since Linguistic Areas are result of convergence of Linguistic features, it implies a 

simultaneous process of divergence of the languages.  When a language ‘A’ becomes 

a like a language ‘B’ because of the influence of the mutual contact, it also stats 

deviating from the other genetically related languages of its stock.  This is inevitable 

in the process of language change as well as in the emergence of linguistic area.  The 

carriers of this bipolar pull are obviously the bilingual speakers of the language ‘A’.  

It is the multilingualism which is responsible for the genesis of ‘South Asia’ or ‘India 

as a linguistic area’.  Such areas are actually cultural areas and should interest cultural 

anthropologists and ethnographers.   

 

7. Diffusion across languages give rise to redundancies in grammars and many a time 

create complex structures. India as a linguistic area gives us robust reasons for writing 

a common or core grammar of many of the languages in contact.  Some of the most 

interesting results of convergence have fed into the research of Genetics, where 

scientist get initial clue to look for mixing of population. A striking result of genomic 

studies had been that “geographical affinity plays a stronger role than does cultural 

affinity in determining genetic affinity” (Majumdar 1998: 108). The term genetic here 

is translated as gene flow in the family that indicates intermarriages and intense 

contact. Conversely, linguistic differences do account for genomic diversity, e.g. 

Austro-Asiatic tribals show higher genomic diversity than Dravidian tribals.  

 

Pragmatic and Sociolinguistic Systems 
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a) Negative particle is used as a tag for confirmation 

Hindi tu   gr  ja  rahi  hai  n 

 2SG home go  PROG AUX TAG 

 ‘You are going home, isn’t it?’ 

 

b) Three way distinction in 2
nd

 person pronouns 

Punjabi tu  tusi   tusĩ 

 

c) Marked +/- honorific feature (in pronoun/verb morphology) 

Hindi ap 2SG.HON; dekiye ‘please see.2SG.HON’ 

Magahi Verb Forms 

ham dekha-l-i   ‘I saw’  neutral object 

ham (okraa) dekha-l-ai  ‘I saw’  3 Object - Honorific 

ham (unkaa) dekha l-i-ain   ‘I saw’  3P object +Honorific 

ham (toraa) dekha-l-i-au  ‘I saw’             2P object - Honorific 

ham (tohraa) dekha-l-i-o  ‘I saw’              2P object  +Honorific   

 

d) Extensive kinship terminology (affinal and non-affinal in all 

languages. 

 Sub-linguistic Areas 

Apart from areal features, there are also those features that identify a micro-area.  

1 Nasalisation (Northern India) Hindi: h ‘3plural’ 

2. Aspiration (Northern India) Hindi: barat ‘India’ 

3. Gender agreement (Western India) cgi [ADJ] kui [N] ‘good girl’ 

4. Right hand is ‘eating hand’ (Central India)  

5. Quotative Verb ‘say’ as complementiser (Southern and Northeastern India) 

6. Relative-correlative pronoun (Northern India). Hindi: 

jo  kitab   aj  khridi   vo  kl   pauga 

REL  book    today buy.PST.FEMSG CORREL tomorrow read.FUT.MSG 

‘The book (I ) bought today (that book) (I ) will read tomorrow.’ 
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‘The book that I bought today will be read by me tomorrow.’ 

7. Most of the languages are pro-drop as subject pronoun, direct object pronoun 

and indirect object pronoun can be dropped from the sentence. Hindi example 

given above gaps subject pronoun and direct object noun. Consider the following: 

Speaker A: tum-ne  kitab  p li? 

       2sg.erg book read take 

     ‘Have you read the book?’ 

Speaker B: ha      p li 

       Yes  SUBJ OBJ read take.pst 

     ‘Yes, I have read it.’ 

8. Classifiers (Eastern and Central India): Each language has a number of classifier 

depending upon the shape, size and other qualities inherent to the nominal item 

(Mahapatra 1997 in Abbi 1997). TB languages are very rich in classifiers.  

Tai Khamti Classifiers 

hui ‘oval or round shaped’ 

(1) tin nm so hui 

bucket water two CL 

‘Two buckets of water.’ 

(1) mei so hui 

orange two CL 

‘Two oranges.’ 

(2) mtu hui lü 

ball CL one 

‘one ball’. 

ko ‘cylindrical’ 

(1) ko-ko ‘neck’, ‘throat’ 

Malto (Dravidian) 

tini jan maler   three+classifier+men  ‘three men’ 

tini maq go:o three+classifier+horse  ‘three horses’ 

tini kaI ta:li  three+classifier+hair  ‘three strands of hair’ 

 tini paa kaldi  three+classifier+bananas ‘three bananas’  

 tini pula lawa  three+classifier+popcorn ‘three popcorns’ 
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Methodology 

 Bundle of isoglosses mark an area distinct from the other area. This implies that 

the line which delimits the area has a bundle of F1…….F2  shared features. We 

heavily depend upon the methodology of ‘dialectology’. 

 Single feature can be mapped to identify a linguistic area provided its share the 

underlying system and not just the lexicon 

 Single feature can be part of two or more linguistic areas. Thus, modifier 

reduplication is the areal feature of South Asia as well as Southeast Asia linguistic 

areas.  

Results: 

 Emergence of an area which is characterized by shared linguistic features among 

typologically different and genealogically distinct languages. 

 Process of convergence implies simultaneous process of divergence of the 

participant languages in-contact. 

 Semantic Unity in linguistic diversity. 
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